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Lead testing landscape in Nevada
• One of the lowest testing rates in the nation
• Lead exposure not perceived as issue in Nevada
• Low testing rate may conceal number of 

children truly affected

Lead exposure landscape in Nevada
• About 300,000 homes built before lead 

paint ban 

• Large portion of our population has a high 
lead exposure risk 
• people of color, immigrants, low income 

populations



UpstreamMidstreamDownstream



Interactive approach that briefly
provides the best evidence-
based recommendations 
tailored to specific health care 
professionals

Academic Detailing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9. NARCAD breaking down the AD visit
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• Systematic review of 69 studies found AD 
improved medical practice4

• 14% reduction in inappropriate prescribing5, more 
effective than materials alone6

• Savings of up to $5.47 in healthcare costs for every 
$1 invested in AD

Proven Effective

Why use academic 
detailing? 

Aligned with Providers Value

Rigorous research 

Proven scientific applications

Issues that concern their patient populations

Alternative delivery methodologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obrien Cochrane review found the studies were effective in improving “medical practice” by updating prescribing order, prescribing certain types of drugs over others, having diagnostic tests when called for by indicators$5.47 to $1 from Simon et al 2007- though the newest C?B Analysis by Pinto et. Al found no benefit in their 2019 randomized trial.21. Van Hoof 201522. Allen 200723. Avorn 198324. Simon 2007
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Presentation Notes
https://www.academicdetailing.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiAiML-BRAAEiwAuWVggscPKoRVWedzwuYg_qmcDQyQjOYLYcdEJNfNXomYLbjDoEEPf_mZ4hoCSNYQAvD_BwE



• Address 3-4 most important 
points
• Must be understood and accepted 

for any behavior change to occur

• Potential Barriers/Potential 
Solutions

• Linked to program materials

Best practices to promote 
behavior change in physicians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physicians will be direct in addressing themBarriers are potential obstacles to acceptance of key messagesEnablers are parts of your key messages, features, and benefits that might address concernPrepare potential barriers and enablers for each key message beforehand



Materials Shared

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physicians will be direct in addressing themBarriers are potential obstacles to acceptance of key messagesEnablers are parts of your key messages, features, and benefits that might address concernPrepare potential barriers and enablers for each key message beforehand



What  we did

Analysis 
• Assessed barriers to lead testing

• Compared report cards before and after 
academic detailing 

• 2018 Report Card vs. 2019 Report Card

Exclusion criteria for analysis 
• Excluded Q4 of 2019, need time to observe 

change

• Medical school, emergency medicine 

• Missing or incomplete data

What we did
• Time period: April - September 2019
• 20 medical practices  
• 24 academic detailing sessions 
• Collected 75 surveys

Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time during a session is short. Knowing your key messages well is essential to providing the right information at the right time to have the greatest impact. Key messages should be: Relevant, Memorable, Compelling, Succinct.Physicians must accept some or all of them for there to be meaningful changeEach key message should have a corresponding point in your materials to have the most impact and influence others in the practice. The provider should be able to reference your materials and explain the topic to a peer.Choose which messages to stress and which are already accepted- this is the key to academic detailing. By observing the providers needs you can address the key messages to them directly.Ultimate goal is to have providers accept as many key messages as possible.Note: Information does not need to be a key message to be relevant to the discussion. Supporting information can help give context to your key messages, guiding acceptance, but delivering that extra information does not gurauntee successful delivery of key messages.
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Avg % increase Avg % decrease Net Avg % Change
Series1 9.00% -3.20% 5.80%
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n = 6 n = 3
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Avg % increase Avg % decrease Net Avg % Change
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97% of providers
• increased their knowledge of 

the responsibilities & 
requirements for reporting 
blood lead tests

96% of providers
• increased their likelihood of 

ordering a blood lead test
97% of providers

• found the session useful

Our Progress

Survey Results (n=75)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The summary is a great way to insert your main call-to-action, setup a follow up time, and confirm outreach materials with the physician. Review your prepared detailing guide. To make sure you collected all metrics, hit all key messages, and what items you need to follow up on.You now have a relationship built and can  chack back in with the physician when new information becomes available- like when SB90 passed in Nevada.



Implications

Take away: Academic detailing is effective for increasing lead testing among 
physicians 

Key Recommendations How to Implement 

1.Identify gatekeepers Reach out to Medical clinic managers

2.Harness key partnerships Southern Nevada Health District called to schedule 
appointments

3.Use a multi-level approach
Upstream-- use public comments to inform legislators;
Midstream-- academic detailing; 
Downstream– outreach to parents

4.Engage in a recursive 
process

Reflect on challenges/success; recalibrate effort to improve 
efficacy; new iterations informed by past iterations (See 1 & 2; 
AD follow up visit--providers want quarterly reminders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outcomes: think aboutImplications:  can help inform screening in other health issuesUnderstanding unique challenges and opportunities: cost of testing kits, have machine automate the data reporting process. Identify key partnership. Harnesing key partnerships: Using health district to callMultilevel approach helps: law and individual level. Law change helped gain foot in doorDispairites between doctor and Clinic wide policy– make sure everyone is on the same page. 



Thank You
Erika Marquez, PhD, MPH

erika.marquez@unlv.edu

www.nvclppp.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pharmaceutical approach includes a lot of the traditional salesperson techniques and practices.Academic detailing for the common good strips out all of the incentives, all of the schmoozing. This is one of the biggest strengths of public sector detailing: providers know we aren’t there to sell them anything, that we aren’t getting bonuses for their commitments, we are there to provide them the latest info so they can make the best decision.
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